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Eden  
Positive Architecture
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Postive Architecture   
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Eden  
An Extendable Family
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Positive architecture, also known as architecture for well-being or architecture 

for positive impact, refers to the practice of designing buildings and spaces 

that enhance the physical, mental, and emotional well-being of individuals 

and communities. It goes beyond functional considerations and seeks to 

create environments that promote positive experiences, social interaction, 

and a sense of connection to nature. 

1. Human-Centred Design: Positive architecture puts human needs, 

experiences, and well-being at the centre of the design process. It considers 

factors such as comfort, accessibility, safety, and user satisfaction to create 

spaces that enhance the quality of life. 

2. Biophilic Design: Biophilic design incorporates elements of nature and 

natural materials into the built environment. It recognises the innate human 

connection with nature and seeks to integrate greenery, natural light, views of 

nature, and other natural elements to improve well-being and reduce stress. 

3. Well-being and Health: Positive architecture promotes physical and mental 

health by incorporating features that support wellness. This includes 

considerations such as good air quality, natural lighting, access to nature, 

spaces for physical activity, and the integration of calming elements and 

colours.

Positive Architecture  
a Pod Design Manifesto
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4. Social Interaction and Community: Positive architecture encourages social 

interaction, collaboration, and a sense of community. It incorporates spaces 

that facilitate communication, shared activities, and the formation of 

relationships, such as communal areas, gathering spaces, and mixed-use 

developments. 

5. Sustainability and Resilience: Positive architecture priorities sustainable 

design principles, including energy efficiency, renewable materials, and 

environmentally friendly practices. It aims to minimise the environmental 

impact of buildings and contribute to long-term resilience 

6. Adaptive and Inclusive Design: Positive architecture embraces the 

principles of universal design, making spaces accessible and inclusive for all 

individuals, regardless of age, ability, or background. It incorporates features 

such as barrier-free access, clear wayfinding, and adaptable spaces that can 

accommodate diverse needs. 

7. Cultural Identity and Sense of Place: Positive architecture respects and 

reflects the cultural identity and context of the communities it serves. It 

considers local traditions, aesthetics, and historical significance, creating 

buildings and spaces that contribute to a sense of place and promote cultural 

heritage. 

Positive architecture seeks to create environments that inspire, uplift, and 

support the well-being of individuals and communities. It acknowledges the 

powerful influence that the built environment has on our lives and aims to 

shape spaces that foster positive experiences, happiness, and a sustainable 

future.
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Design Story  
Engineered forms, crafted finishes 

Eden reimagines the workspace as a sanctuary of 
comfort, productivity and well-being. 
  
The genesis of our design approach lay in a desire 
to create a pod system distinctive for a high-
quality aesthetic which could be refined by the 
specifier to meet the functional and aesthetic 
requirements of their interior scheme. 
  
Eden’s form begins from a minimalist standpoint, 
with clean lines, considered geometry and a 
precisely engineered structure. This leads to a 
light intervention within the space, seamlessly 
integrating the décor approach with the 
surrounding architecture. 
  
With fabrics, upholstery, textures, colour, biophilic 
elements and more, the character of each Eden 
pod can be sculpted through a wide gamut of 
features and furnishings to define its role within 
the scheme. High quality materials and finishing at 
every touchpoint soften the space, elevate its level 
of comfort and create a sensory experience. 
  
Eden consciously realises the potential of 
workplace pods to make a positive impact within a 
space – human-centric design that promotes well-
being, respects privacy, creates a stress-free 
sensory experience and meets the needs of a 
diverse, modern workplace culture.
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Eden’s specification journey begins with four 
modules ranging from a one-person focus pod  
to a six-person meeting space, which can be 
configured in clusters to meet multiple functional 
and working style requirements. Focus work, two- 
and four-person meets, individual and group 
videoconferencing, and six-person meets can all 
be accommodated. 
  
However, Eden shifts the workplace paradigm 
completely with the option to specify each unit 
with lounge furnishings. Beau, Boss Design’s 
generous, high-comfort modular lounge system 
brings another level of flexibility and comfort for 
appealing, informal spaces to meet, share ideas, 
communicate, make decisions or simply socialise. 

EDEN ONE

EDEN THREE EDEN FOUR

EDEN TWO

Eden  
Flexible & Intuitive



EDEN ONE Focus Pod 
  
A perfect private space for video calls  
and focused work. Designed to enhance 
productivity and well-being, this well 
proportioned pod offers a calm 
environment, optimised light and air levels, 
with customisable biophilic elements.

EDEN TWO Informal Interactions  
  
Ideal for informal short interactions, where 
privacy is required. A comfortable and 
intimate space designed for seamless 
communication and collaboration.

EDEN THREE Meeting 
  
Proportioned for meetings and team 
working, this versatile pod provides a 
private, comfortable space designed to 
enhance collaboration and productivity. 
With its elegant design and customisable 
features, the ideal environment for focused 
teamwork and effective meetings. 



EDEN FOUR Meeting & Lounge 
  
PEden Four offers unparalleled versatility, 
seamlessly adapting to various needs within 
your workspace. It can serve as a dedicated 
meeting space, a private lounge for informal 
gatherings, or an efficient office space. 
Whether you're hosting team discussions,  

relaxing in a comfortable setting, or focusing 
on individual tasks, Eden Four provides the 
perfect environment. Its adaptable design 
ensures that it meets the demands of any 
setting, offering flexibility and functionality 
without compromising on style or comfort.



EDEN Internal Curtains 
  
The internal curtains allows for a variable 
levels of privacy, with different colours, 
textures, opacities and acoustic values to 
completely tailor your space.

EDEN Privacy Slats  
  
The external privacy slats, in Oak, Walnut, and 
Stained Black Oak, provide partial privacy and diffuse 
light. Available in 950 panels for full or partial window 
coverage, they allow for a customisable level of 
seclusion while maintaining a connection with the 
surrounding environment.

EDEN THREE Video Suite 
  
The rotated internal structure provides screen 
seclusion for video conferencing, ensuring 
privacy and focus. This spaces privacy is 
further augmented by internal curtains, 
manifestation, and timber privacy slats.

EDEN Planting  
  
The Eden faux planting brings the tranquility of nature 
indoors. Introducing natural forms and textures that 
reduce stress and promote well-being. Arrangements of 
dried organic plants and high-quality faux foliage offer 
a vibrant, low-maintenance solution. Available in a 
variety of styles and colours, seamlessly integrating with 
Eden to create a serene, nature-inspired atmosphere.

EDEN AV 
  
AV is included as standard: including 
X2 Power unit with USB A&C, Screen HDMI 
port,  1 x TV bracket 



Connection with nature 

Opportunities to utilise organic forms, 
materials and colours abound with Eden – 
elements from nature that put people at 
ease. However, Eden goes beyond other pod 
systems in its application of biophilic 
principles with the option to specify foliage 
arrangements, adding greenery and unique 
natural forms to the aesthetic. Not only do 
they enhance visual interest, but studies 
have shown that plants – both real and faux 
– reduce stress and stress-related 
conditions in the workplace.
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A sensory experience 
  
Eden is a pod system designed to appeal to the 
senses – human-centric design that begins with 
the high-quality visual, aural and tactile elements 
of the surroundings, and leads to an emotional 
connection with the space. 
  
Nuanced lighting, simple geometry, colours, 
fabric and wood textures, biophilic features and 
the organic forms of the furniture – each 
contributes to an atmosphere that puts the user 
at ease. An airflow system and natural light, if 
used in the scheme, add to the sense of well-
being Eden can evoke for a space that is 
comfortable both physically and psychologically.



A Light Touch 

Eden’s beautiful engineering is exemplified by 
its frameless, continuous glazing and elegant 
glass-to-glass corners. Ideal in spaces with an 
abundance of natural light, it allows this 
resource to flow through the setting to the 
benefit of its users. 



A Sustainable Approach 
  
In accordance with the Boss Design Sustainability 
Manifesto, environmental impact has been 
considered at every stage in Eden’s design and 
manufacture. Its principal materials – glass and 
aluminium – are 100% recyclable.  
Hardwood panelling options are sourced from 
FSC-certified suppliers and are 100% recyclable. 
Each item of furniture is manufactured to the 
same high standard, with exceptional build quality 
leading to long-lasting products for a lower full-
lifecycle carbon footprint. 
  
The deployment of pods as an alternative to 
building alterations will significantly enhance the 
sustainability of a project. Not only is Eden more 
cost effective than hard construction it vastly 
reduces the carbon footprint of a refurbishment. 
The pods can be relocated, reconfigured and 
refitted to extend their serviceable life as 
requirements within a space evolve. 
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Eden 
Focus & Video Conference 

EDEN/1

Optional Extras

Fenix external cladding (x4 panel)

Oak external cladding (x4 panel)

Oak window privacy panel

Black oak window privacy panel

Reeded privacy door manifestation 

Acoustic ceiling upgrade

Roof Planting

Internal acoustic panels - Band 2

Internal acoustic panels - Band 3

External acoustic panels - Band 2

External acoustic panels - Band 3

Painted Frames - Light Ivory, Reed Green, 
Copper Brown

Pendant Light

Ottavino Wall Light

Venn Wall Light

Zeppo Wall Light

Standard Features

Fenix desk

Power unit with USB A&C

Black powder coated frame

Pivot door with drop seal

1 x LED linear light

Airflow system

Motion sensor - PIR operated light / fan

Internal acoustic panels - Band 1

External acoustic panels - Band 1

VC Shelf - Fenix shelf with integral light

Dimensions

Width 1496

Depth 1496

Height 2360

D

W
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Eden 
Two Person 

EDEN/2

Optional Extras

Fenix external cladding (x4 panel)

Oak external cladding (x4 panel)

Oak window privacy panel

Black oak window privacy panel

Reeded privacy door manifestation 

Painted Frames - Light Ivory, Reed Green, 
Copper Brown

Acoustic ceiling upgrade

Roof Planting

Internal Curtain (Per Side)

Slatted wood internal acoustic panel x2

Internal acoustic panels - Band 2

Internal acoustic panels - Band 3

External acoustic panels - Band 2

External acoustic panels - Band 3

Pendant Light

Ottavino Wall Light

Venn Wall Light

Zeppo Wall Light

Standard Features

Atom table with black Fenix top

X2 Power unit with USB A&C, Screen HDMI port

Black powder coated frame

Pivot door with drop seal

2 x LED linear lights

HUE Pendant light

Acoustic roof mat

Airflow system

Motion sensor - PIR operated light / fan

Internal acoustic panels - Band 1

External acoustic panels - Band 1

Dimensions

Width 2992

Depth 1496

Height 2360

D

W
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Eden 
Four Person 

EDEN/3

Optional Extras

Fenix external cladding (x5 panel)

Oak external cladding (x5 panel)

Oak window privacy panel

Black oak window privacy panel

Reeded privacy door manifestation 

Painted Frames - Light Ivory, Reed Green, 
Copper Brown

Acoustic ceiling upgrade

Roof Planting

Internal Curtain Sway (Per Side)

Slatted wood internal acoustic panel x2

Internal acoustic panels - Band 2

Internal acoustic panels - Band 3

External acoustic panels - Band 2

External acoustic panels - Band 3

Pendant Light

Ottavino Wall Light

Venn Wall Light

Zeppo Wall Light

Standard Features

Atom table with black Fenix top

X2 Power unit with USB A&C, Screen HDMI port

Black powder coated frame

Pivot door with drop seal

2 x LED linear lights

HUE Pendant light

Acoustic roof mat

Airflow system

Motion sensor - PIR operated light / fan

Internal acoustic panels - Band 1

External acoustic panels - Band 1

Dimensions

Width 2992

Depth 2992

Height 2360

D

W
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Eden 
Six Person 

EDEN/4

Optional Extras

Fenix external cladding (x5 panel)

Oak external cladding (x5 panel)

Oak window privacy panel

Black oak window privacy panel

Reeded privacy door manifestation 

Painted Frames - Light Ivory, Reed Green, 
Copper Brown

Acoustic ceiling upgrade

Roof Planting

Internal Curtain Sway (Per Side)

Slatted wood internal acoustic panel x2

Internal acoustic panels - Band 2

Internal acoustic panels - Band 3

External acoustic panels - Band 2

External acoustic panels - Band 3

Pendant Light

Ottavino Wall Light

Venn Wall Light

Zeppo Wall Light

Standard Features

Atom table with black Fenix top

X2 Power unit with USB A&C, Screen HDMI port

Black powder coated frame

Pivot door with drop seal

2 x LED linear lights

HUE Pendant light

Acoustic roof mat

Airflow system

Motion sensor - PIR operated light / fan

Internal acoustic panels - Band 1

External acoustic panels - Band 1

Dimensions

Width 2992

Depth 3978

Height 2360

D

W



Finishes  
Window Privacy

Window Privacy Slats 
Walnut

Window Privacy Slats 
Charcoal

Window Privacy Slats 
Oak

Window Privacy vinyl  
Frosted > Clear

Window Privacy vinyl  
Clear > Frosted > Clear



Finishes  
External Panels

Acoustic Slat wall 
Walnut

Acoustic Slat wall 
Charcoal

Acoustic Slat wall 
Oak

Reeded MDF panel Fluted MDF panel Ebony Costato W3M5 
Veneer

Ebony Costato W10M15 
Veneer

White Oak Costato W6M10 SP 
Veneer



Detailing  
Lighting

Hue Pendant Light 

The Philips Hue White Ambiance Cher 
pendant light in black offers warm-to-
cool white light to help you read, relax, 
concentrate and energise throughout 
your day. Control instantly with the 
included Hue dimmer switch or 
Bluetooth or add a Hue Bridge to unlock 
even more smart lighting features.

Ottavino Wall Light 

Ottavino is a durable, IP44-rated wall 
light with a contemporary twist. The 
double-glass shade creates a 
comfortable, warm glow perfect for task 
lighting. 

Venn Wall Light 

With its sleek design evoking modernist 
architecture, Venn provides warm, 
inviting light to any contemporary guest 
room or other hospitality space. Its 
versatile wall-mounted design and 
durable, die-cast zinc base make Venn 
the ideal ambient lighting choice. 

Zeppo Wall Light 

Inspired by the elliptical shape of an 
historic airship, Zeppo is a flush-fitting 
bathroom wall light that casts a warm 
glow. Made from duplex glass for 
optimal diffusion, it's designed for use 
alongside mirrors and is now available 
with a contemporary matt black 
bracket.



Curtains 
Visual and Acoustic privacy

Sway 

SWAY is made using 100% inherent FR 
recycled polyester REPREVE® yarns.  
High-quality fibres are made from 100% 
recycled materials, including post-
consumer plastic bottles and pre-
consumer waste. Using recycled instead of 
virgin polyester produces fewer carbon 
emissions.

Link 

LINK is made using inherent FR recycled 
polyester REPREVE® yarns – the world’s 
leading brand of recycled performance 
fibre. REPREVE® high-quality fibres are 
made from 100% recycled materials, 
including post-consumer plastic bottles 
and pre-consumer waste. Using 
recycled instead of virgin polyester 
produces fewer carbon emissions…

Nuance 

Nuance is a  mixtures of yarns and 
fibres, in a sensitive weave 
constructions. With a refined two-tone 
character with one colour in the warp 
and another colour in the weft. This 
flame retardant sheer is available in 5 
colours and woven at 300cm, making it 
perfect for beautifully tall windows 
wanting some privacy without blocking 
any light. 



 Upholstered  
Acoustic Panels

Kvadrat Remix Camira Main Line Flax Camira Synergy



EDEN/2 

Dimensions 
W 2992 
D 1496 
H 2360 

EDEN/3 

Dimensions 
W 2992  
D 2992 
H 2360

EDEN/4 

Dimensions 
W 2992 
D 3978 
H 2360

Eden 
Dimensions

EDEN/1 

Dimensions 
W 1496 
D 1496 
H 2360 



Eden 
Configurations

EDEN ONE, TWO & THREE - Cluster 

Foot Print 
W 5984 
D 2992

EDEN THREE x3 - Video Suite banked 

Foot Print 
W 8976 
D 2992



Eden 
Configurations

EDEN ONE, TWO - Row 

Foot Print 
W 8976 
D 1496

EDEN FOUR - Back to Back 

Foot Print 
W 7956 
D 2992
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Headquarters Showrooms 

Boss Design 

Boss Drive 

West Midlands  

DY2 8SZ 

T: +44 (0)1384 455 570 

Cheltenham 

342 Swindon Rd, 

Cheltenham GL51 9JZ 

T. 01242 584 897 

North American HQ 

2014 Chestnut Street 

High Point N.C. 27262 

T: +1 844-353-7834

London 

7 Clerkenwell Road 

London EC1M 5PA 

T: +44 (0)20 7253 0364 

Manchester  

The Lightwell 

25-27 Booth Street 

Manchester M2 4AF 

T: +44 (0)161 711 0585  

Chicago 

222 Merchandise Mart  

Plaza, Suite 359  

Chicago IL 60654 

T: +1 844-353-7834 

New York 

1140 Broadway Floor 15 

Manhattan, New York 

T: +1 201 220 3524  

Dubai 

Design House 

Al Noor St. Al Sufouh 1  

PO Box 117088 Dubai 

T: +971 (0)443 788 99


